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This month the keyboard on my computer has
really got to me. Not only am I missing the usual
‘l’s. ‘k’s, ‘r’s and ‘4’s, I now have ‘a’ missing as
well! This made me a bit reluctant to get any
documentation done. I have enlisted the help of
an external keyboard which is convenient in
some areas of the boat, but not in others. In July
we travelled from the Keppel’s (after doing the
Leekes Beach/Fishermans Beach two-step) to
Thirsty Sound exploring several areas we had
not stopped at before. Some of our days were
quite boring, but some gave us experiences we
wont forget! We weren’t all that social though,
catching up with or chatting with only three
boats. But we mostly had fun, exploring
Somewhere New!
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Great Keppel Island

Fishermans Beach
1st July 2021. I spent most of
the morning reading - looking
at pds insurance documents.
I spent most of the afternoon
reading
- fortunately this
time it was recreational. I am
sure my eyes weren’t happy
with me at the end of the
day!
The morning skies had been
clear but rain was predicted.
So, as there was less rain
expected in the afternoon we
decided to postpone our walk
until then. However we
should have taken a short
morning option. It rained
from mid morning and
basically didn’t stop. When
the skies turned grey they
stayed grey all day.
The only boat job today: I
rinsed the outside of the
clears using the water
collected earlier in the week
(from the showers whilst we
were at Leekes Beach). By
the afternoon the bucket was
full again with clear, fresh
water
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Leekes Beach
2nd July 2021. The sun was
up early this morning. Today’s
forecast predicted rain from
the 1000 tranche so we didn’t
walk far – doing a circuit
around the back of the
settlement and resort area
through the bush track, before
joining Anapa for beach walk.
We had a cuppa on Anapa
before moving back around
the corner of Leekes Beach. It
was a little rolly out where we
ended up, but given we
weren’t covered for the
southerly in a couple of days
where
we’d
been
at
Fisherman’s Beach, I didn’t
want to move in the potential
rain tomorrow. A ‘couple of
drops’ of rain fell at 1130 and
then a ‘couple’ more at 1330
We anchored near the corner
bend at the eastern end of
Leekes Beach - near the
lagoon entrance this time.
There was one boat already
here and it probably wondered
what the two cats were doing
anchoring on top of it. Two
other cats came in late and
anchored further into the
corner,
and
one
mono
anchored up the western end
of the beach.
The view up beach, west
toward the mainland, was
lovely – nicer than looking at
the myriad of boats that had
come into Fisherman’s (it was
getting very busy around there
and we are not fond of
crowded anchorages).
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3rd July 2021

A walk to Wreck Beach
4th July 2021. We took two 'goat tracks' today, literally and
metaphorically, twice starting up what seemed to be tramped
but unofficial routes that ended somewhat less clear before
we stumbled onto the well-traversed pathways.
I was looking for something different for today’s walk. So the
idea was to cross the saddle at the end of Svendsens Beach,
and follow the coast around to Butterfish Bay. We took the
tinnie to Svendsens Beach but the start of our walk was
delayed because we had a chat to other yachties at the
gathering spot there. When we eventually crossed the saddle
we found that track only easily goes to a small adjacent
beach. Any extension further around the coast requires rock
hopping at low tide (apparently/maybe) or a scramble up a
stiff dune and some ‘bush bashing’. We scrambled up the
stiff dune, (where others had clearly gone for the view) and
my heart was burning by the time we got to the top. I was, at
the end, also on all fours! After that it was an intuitive wander
uphill using ‘goat tracks’ through the scrub before arriving at
the official path to Butterfish Bay. The original idea had been
to stop there and sit on the rocks at the eastern end of the
bay with a snack. I found a small track that led upward at the
eastern end of the beach and we climbed it thinking it might
give us access to the headland here for a better view. The
path we followed didn’t (there seemed to be another goat
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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track that led off half way up the slope that may have lead to the
headland), and we again got lost over uncommonly traversed
ground before we found the official path between Butterfish Bay
and Wreck Bay. We stood on the precipice of the dune
overlooking Wreck Bay but didn’t venture on to the beach. We
finally had our snack at the top of the dunes, admiring the bay
through tree-filtered views. We walked back to Svendsens
Beach via the official paths. A stroll along Wreck Beach will
have to wait until next time.
We got back to Sengo around 1200, and after lunch, I did one
small ‘rearrangement of the cupboards’ job before organising a
Woolies online order to get delivered to the island. My computer
is still struggling with capacity and it took quite some time to
finalise. The afternoon was rounded off with some recreational
reading.
The skies had been a majority of blue in the morning with most
clouds coming in mid afternoon. We didn’t note a lot of wildlife
on our morning walk– there were small birds calling in the scrub,
and a few drongos frolicking in the taller tees.
Leekes gives more land protection. Some of that is swell
related as you can tuck in behind the point at Svendsens
and let the swell roll around to Leekes. But the other
factor is socialisation. With the benches set up on
Svendsens it is a popular place for sundowners every
night.

5th July 2021. Apparently chocolate
is good for losing weight. So the
article in the news is reporting today.
It is all in the timing apparently so
that gave me an excuse for a
morning hot chocolate!
‘Another beautiful morning this
morning: blue skies, and practically
no clouds - only a few lenticularislooking bodies out to sea. The
temperature was a bit chilly though,
so we thought we’d wait until later in
the day to go to shore.
A few more boats had come into the
Leekes Beach anchorage yesterday
afternoon but Svendsens always
seems to be the busier anchorage
on this side of the island, even if
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

I sent an email off to Keppel Konnections asking them to
provide a good time to call them to confirm if the delivery
time l nominated for the groceries was okay, and to
organise payment for their services.
We didn’t end up with our walk today, although we did
attempt to get to shore. We were trying a new anchoring
technique that proved we didn’t have enough rope for the
beach as the waves were breaking too far out to be
useful, but close enough in to be a problem if we just
pulled the tinnie up a short way.
Instead, after a cuppa on Anapa, there were a lot of little
short jobs that lead to a big tidy job that isn’t yet complete.
Andrew fixed a hatch and did some paperwork. I clove
oiled the head ceiling and did some washing. I am in the
position to get the paddleboards outside and get the
cockpit table back!
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The Bloody 8th Wave!
6th July 2021. Blue skies. High clouds – with alto cumulous the
main type.
We took a simple beach walk today and had a snoop at the lagoon
from its inlet entrance. And we only made it along Leekes Beach to
the second set of rocks – Andrew was walking in bare feet and the
rocks were just a bit too hard on his skin.
Leekes Beach is always a challenge to get off. It usually has
breaking waves near the shore and we have in the past had words
to the universe whilst getting back on the water. We had been
warned about the ‘Bloody 8th Wave’. Despite this we didn’t wait
long enough!
Apparently you could hear my scream from some way away. The
waves looked calm - and manageable – in fact they didn’t look
threatening at all – until we were at a point beyond recall. At the
start of our walk we had pulled the tinnie some way up the beach
and a couple from a 37’ monohull had helped us drag it down to the
water’s edge upon our return. My scream of surprise was so pointed
that they turned around from their walk to see if we were okay. The
tinnie was swamped. We bailed all the way back – and then we tied
up to the back of Sengo and kept bailing. One word comes to mind
- apart from ‘wet’ – ‘Unbelievable.’
Adventure out of the way the rest of the day was taken up with was
domestics: washing, moving paddleboards, reading

7th July 2021. The 7th July was a petty boring day. It
was windy. We have gaps in the helm station clears
next to the fibreglass deck where the lines come
through. Unfortunately they let in the rain; so today I
made the first blocker for rain for one of them.
Hopefully it works. I put the paddleboards outside after
putting ties on the fin bras I’d made to go with the
existing covers, and spent the rest of the day washing,
reading and continued tidying under the cockpit table.
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Starting North!
We moved twice today: once around to
Fisherman's Beach, and once to Pumpkin
Passage, North Keppel Island.
8th July 2021. The Fisherman's Beach move was
purely a utilitarian one, made so we could access
the Keppel Konnections ferry that was bringing
our shopping order across. I had scheduled an
online Woolies order to be delivered from 0700 to
1000 to Keppel Konnections at Rosslyn. A text
message informed me the delivery should be from
0745 to 0845 and then the next one informed me I
was next in the queue. Keppel Konnections had
mentioned if the delivery was made by 0900 we
might get it on the 0900 ferry. Woolies told me
that the delivery had been dropped off at 0902.
‘Missed it by that much!!
We had expected this but had moved from
Leekes Beach to Fishermans Beach early just in
case of the earlier delivery time, putting the
anchor down at just after 0800.
The anchorage wasn’t exactly smooth and it
wasn’t exactly empty. And more boats trickled in
over the day.
We got to shore around 1130 for a beach walk
and lunch with Anapa before waiting for the ferry
to turn up. Delivery went smoothly, the Woolies
bags that did not obviously belong to the
Hideaway Resort being handed over from ferry to
trailer to us. The rather large order was brought
back to Sengo in two tenders.
After putting the shopping away (after cleaning
the fridge) we popped over to Anapa for a quick
final farewell before we motored (with genoa out)
across the lumpy straight to North Keppel Island.
The swell in the anchorage was minor, we were
protected from the wind, and there were no other
boats here. Just how we like it!

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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A small shift south!
Pumpkin Passage to Sloping Island
9th July 2021, ‘A gloriously calm morning! And
we had the anchorage all to ourselves...until
several boats turned up around the middle if the
day! They of course anchored at the other end.
It is deeper there but that location would also
give a bit of protection from the forecast
southwest wind. We were anchored at the
shallow western end where even at high tide we
can see the sand and weed below us.
I had hoped for a snorkel here and around low
tide the weather was beautifully calm, the water
surface was glass, as it had been, or close to,
for much of the day. But the water temperature
was freezing (to my toes anyway when I dipped
them in to test it) and I didn’t relish immersing
my entire body into it. That technically took
paddle boarding off the list as well, as having
not done it for months if we fell in we would
come out as icicles. So after lunch we did a
yoga session instead and then I was happy to
go fishing with Andrew, a wish he'd mentioned
earlier.
But did we want to move first?
The idea had been to pick up the mooring at
Sloping Island to give us protection from the
forecast south oriented winds. They of course
weren’t coming in until the middle of the night
but if we didn’t move we would find ourselves
on a lee shore. The wind wasn’t going to be that
strong, mainly 10 to 15's until 0700 according to
MetEye, but the subsequent waves may have
been a bit uncomfortable.

July 2021

read 0.00 m depth (but we didn’t touch...thank
goodness for small offsets!) and headed south
where we nudged around a fishing tinnie with a
man and two children, to pick up the mooring.
Of course, although light, the wind was still
blowing northerly and for a while we had to
contend with a banging mooring (we hadn’t
pulled it all the way up like we did when we first
started cruising (apparently that is not good for
the mooring), and we hadn’t put the bridle on
because there wasn’t enough room between
that and the reef marker). Fortunately the
situation settled down after a while and we
were left coping with the side-on east
swell. This wasn’t too bad but much different
from the lovely calm waters that we had leftand the fact we were facing north meant we
technically had a lee shore with rocks and reef!
At 2230 when Andrew went to bed, the
southerly winds had kicked in, and we were
sitting where we had planned to be.
Prepping the boat for tomorrow’s trip north had
included deflating the paddleboards. (I am not
going to be using them on the mainland in croc
country!), replacing the bridle (the silver ring
where the bridle hook is, is coming out), and
cleaning the sum log as it seems to clog up if
we don’t move for a while. We did stop to enjoy
the sunset and note the ospreys building nests,
and the gulls hanging around the adjacent
rocky crag. I had forgotten they were here,
noted last year when we took a tinnie ride
around the area. We should have spent the late
afternoon watching these birds. Instead we
were still dealing with insurance!

So we picked the anchor up at around 1500,
sidled over the shallow patch where our gauges
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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For today’s sail, based on the wind
predictions, we originally thought we would
put a reef in the mainsail But when we
started our journey, the wind was that light
that I was surprised Andrew didn’t go for the
spinnaker. I am thankful he didn’t because in
the end the wind picked up to where it was
supposed to be, and more, and we were
doing 8 knots speed over ground as we
passed North Keppel Island
Finally - Pointing Up!

Port Clinton
10th July 2021. Last night we had checked the
notice to mariners to see if there were any
changes. There was one new notice (slight
geographical change to an old notice) pertaining
to military exercises in the Shoalwater Bay
Military Area that may have some bearing on our
movements over the next week or so, but we
could manoeuvre around them.
We were going to get up early anyway, but I was
woken at 0430 this morning with the banging of
the mooring buoy on our hulls. The wind had
died off again and we were again on a lee shore.
The first thing I had done this morning, once my
brain had woken up, was pay the insurance. The
premium has increased significantly without
explanation but the only other contender for our
business would have had to discount his quote
by 25% to become viable. We tried to get hold of
him yesterday and couldn’t, so for the next year
we are insured under the same insurer we have
had for the past few years. The rush in the end
came about because we were heading into an
area we didn’t know, and we didn’t know
whether we would have mobile or internet
coverage. As we were likely going to be there for
at least a couple of weeks taking us past our
insurance due date– we thought it better to
secure coverage before we left and entered the
potential abyss.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

We had dropped the mooring at 0655. The
main sail was up at 0705. The genoa was out
at 0710 and the engines off at 0720. We
managed to sail most of the way and
dropped the sails just off Cape Clinton before
motoring into the Port. The Port reference is
an old one – there is no longer any
commercial activity in this area – only the
army.
We thought we would head to the bottom of
the South Arm to check out down there for a
couple of days, before moving up to the main
anchorage. There had been several boats on
their way north this morning, from Pumpkin
Passage and Considine Bay, and some
starting further south. We managed to pass
most that had started north of us. – it was the
old saying – if there are two boats, it is a race
– they just may not know it!
It seemed however that most boats were
traveling a bit further north than us, but one
followed us in. It however stopped at the
main anchorage near the north of the Port.
Several nautical miles further south we
tucked ourselves down into the mangrovelined waterway just north of the boat ramp.
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11th July 2021. There were beautiful blue skies when we got up
around 0730. And it was quiet. For a time. We spent the morning
relaxing. I made muesli, read a lot, wiped the helm clears, put
the dishes away, and we both tried to keep warm. It may have
been sunny but it was decidedly chilly.
Just after 1100 we heard our first ‘burst of thunder’. Thunder! But
we have blue skies!?
Being in the military area you never know what you are going to
hear. Was the thunder actually part of the upcoming exercises –
just tanks firing perhaps? We had heard standard vehicle noises
earlier. We heard this booming on and off until sundown.
After lunch we went exploring, taking our binos for bird watching
and rods for fishing. We started by heading up the inlet but didn't
get far past the boat ramp. I am not sure the waterway goes
much further anyway, but we were on a dropping tide and didn’t
want to get stuck, so turned around. Andrew trolled a line out the
back for a while; there seemed to be plenty of fish noted on the
depth sounder, they just weren’t biting. He then tried a bit of
casting, but got no fish either. We did however see quite a few
birds: Caspian tern, other terns, whimbrels/curlews, egrets, gulls
and a few flitting around in the mangroves that were too quick to
identify.
We were trolling on our way back when Andrew pulled the line
in. I looked at him questionly? ‘We will go out tomorrow on a
rising tide,’ he said. ‘Right now I want a coffee.’
Back at boat I put the old bridle in a big bucket of water to soak,
and worked on photos for June newsletter. In the evening we
checked the weather and decided we might end up staying in
Port Clinton for a week – our original estimation had been
around five days. If we don’t stay at least a week we would have
to leave here in two days time and not see a lot, and then hide
from a northerly. Hanging around here however will probably
mean it will get a bit noisier, as the live firing exercise gets
closer.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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12th July 2021. Getting up at a similar time to
yesterday presented us with very different
weather conditions. The sky was overcast and
low fog rested below the peaks of some
surrounding hills. Bom.gov.au rain radar showed
nothing in the area, but it hadn’t at GKI either
when it had been raining some of the time there!
With a bit of luck the grey would lift, and indeed it
did to some extent, even the eerie glow of
sunlight shone through the opaque grey clouds.
The plan this morning had been to leave around
0800 to 0830 and go fishing, up some of the
nearby inlets on the rising tide. There was no
point doing this at a dropping or low tide as some
inlet entrances are either barred or high and dry.

July 2021

13th July 2021. Again we got up a similar
time to yesterday. Outside looked like a grey
and wet morning. We assumed we wouldn’t
be going fishing today either. My temporary
rain stops in the helm station gaps worked to
a certain extent but the one at the back of the
helm station needed help, and I spent some
time, over several tranches, mopping up the
leaks. Because the buckets were full I didn’t
collect any water, and going outside in the
cold rain to wash anything that was soaking
in them was not inviting.
So it was domestics for the day. I clove oiled
some of the starboard hull, did some
newsletter, managed some educational
reading, and undertook one half and one full
yoga session
Local wildlife included bird song in the
mangroves on an off during the day, two
terns fishing nearby in the evening and a
flyby of three black cockatoos before the sun
went down.
Food: Loaf for breakfast, toast for lunch, and
snags and salad for dinner

But the universe had other ideas. In the course of
the morning we ended up with a blocked toilet,
and knowing the machinations that might involve
we kissed our morning excursion good bye.
Without going into details we ended up
unblocking the toilet without any major work, for
which Andrew is very grateful, but most of the
morning had gone at this stage. There was no
point going out now. It was close to high tide.
So instead we put the kettle on for a cuppa and I
made a pear loaf for an early lunch, and just as I
put it in the oven we discovered it was raining.
We wouldn’t have enjoyed it out there in the rain.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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14th July 2021. I awoke to rain and got up in one bound
at 0600; for some reason we still had our shoe box
outside and I rescued it before we had wet and smelly
(smellier) footwear. Today turned into another grey and
wet day that had us opening and closing the back blinds
when we could – between the sunlight, and the rain.
The only activity we saw was a personal fishing tinnie
that came from the boat ramp. 2 adults 3 kids.
I spent the day educational reading mainly, with some
newsletter editing, We did manage 1.5 sessions of yoga.
We had pancakes for lunch and snags and salad again
for dinner. Andrew’s fix with silicon and sponges seemed
to have worked to keep the flow of rainwater out of the
helm from the back opening, which is a relief. I clove
oiled a good chunk of starboard hull and started the port
hull

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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15th July 2021
Blue skies! We've waited three days for blue skies! Time to go
exploring.
The idea was to head out at 0900 to 0930 and fish the rising tide
in the adjacent inlets (our aborted plan of a few days before). We
didn’t actually get off boat until 1030 but the tide was still too low
to get over the local waterway offshoots anyway, so we headed
north for a bit of an explore first. We only got as far as we did a
few days ago because lo and behold, anchored on the west side
of the Arm was another boat! Their tender was out on the water.
'Do you think they are friendly?' Andrew asked me. 'Yep,' I replied
after they gave us a wave. We met in the middle and joined up in
conversation, turning the motors off and drifting with the tide. Just
as we were about to continue our exploration, the one cloud that
had developed in the area let go its developing precipitation and
the wind turned a couple of degrees chillier. We could therefore
continue in the rain or head across to Debutante for a cuppa. We
chose the latter.
After a good natter it was time to move on but not before we had
a visitor. The local (Yepoon) water police boat came to have a
chat. They came from where we were anchored down the south
end of the arm so we figured they had launched at the boat ramp,
a facility because of its location only usually open to the military
who play here and the local indigenous people who own the land.
The police mother ship was apparently in its way up to the Port.
R & T had got public interaction duty, making sure that everyone
in here knew essentially that they couldn’t continue north, or not
at least into the war games live firing area now stipulated by the
updated notice to mariners issued last night. They handed
Debutante a printout of the new area and stated they had left a
copy under our mesh back door. (As it turns out they left a lovely
little pack of up to date info goodies).
We left our hosts shortly after this and considering the time
headed back down the Arm. Andrew’s idea was to troll back to
the area where Sengo was anchored and then go up the now
(hopefully) accessible local inlets. The first hit on Andrew's line
didn’t take. And the next hit on my line got off as well. I was

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

playing with the good camera
when the line whizzed off. By
the time I put the camera down
and reeled in the lure the fish
was gone. In the mean time we
were closer to an inlet point and
the very close departure of a
sea eagle would have been a
magnificent shot (I had the big
lens on) but I missed it because
I was still reeling in the line! The
idea one can do two things at
once, despite a woman’s
reputation, didn’t quite hold
here.
I
got
a
third
missed opportunity on my line
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and Andrew suggested the drag wasn’t on tight enough. On
the last hook up of the day, now up one of the mangrove lined
inlets, Andrew thought he had caught a snag. Which he had,
so we reeled the other line in and crept back to where the lure
was caught on an outer extremity branch of a mangrove. As
we approached it didn’t look as we expected, and we found
he had hooked a fish as well. After getting off the snag we let
the fish go. It was too small...but very pretty. We think it was a
black spotted rock cod.
By this time the wind was picking up slightly and we headed
back to boat for a very late lunch. It was 1445.
The afternoon was spent reading mainly. Andrew did manage
to get a bit of reception to check up news. Dinner was a salad
at 2000. As reception was dodgy I followed the AFL Geelong
Fremantle match with periodic texts from a friend. Geelong
won by 69 points!

16th July 2021.
We thought we heard the call of an Eastern Boobook owl this
morning. If it wasn’t, the sound was very much like the
mopoke’s from further down the country – but they are usually
a night bird! Apart from a tern diving off the back of Sengo for
his dinner in the early evening, and a couple of sea eagles
soaring nearby, the rest of the day was fairly bereft of bird
calls. Dusk also had a couple of dolphins swimming by; that
was nice to see so far down the inlet. There were no ‘boom
booms’ overnight and all we could hear was the constant
swish of the ocean on the other side of the landmass to our
east.
I clove oiled the bottom shelf of C1 and cleaned out the
bottom of the kitchen cupboard which was just as well as it
contained all our tea, and we had Debutante turn up for a
cuppa not long after I’d finished. I spent a lot of time on the
newsletter. We had pasta for lunch and turkey mince and
vegies for dinner.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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17th July 2021. I was actually up before sunrise; a still, clear
and calm morning, and of course full of midgies as soon as I
stepped outside. The morning tasks were more June
Newsletter, a load of dishes, and the scrubbing of the
second bridle that we'd taken off the boat just before we left
the Keppels a week ago, and has been sitting soaking in
fresh water for the past four days. The job wasn’t perfect,
slime still present in the deeper crevasses that will require a
toothbrush to scrub them out, but the unit should be clean
enough for Andrew to handle to fix up the loop that needs
attention. Hopefully.
Debutante was moving to the north of the Port around lunch
time, but just as they left another boat came in.
After lunch we went exploring - With a bit of fishing. Or was
that fishing with a bit of exploring? Andrew had his chart
plotter but I usually like to see where I am going so use the
tablet. We however got the tablet wet two days ago and it
seems to have given up the ghost. According to the chart
plotter we ended up on dry land. At around 1530 we had
been out for two hours. It was high tide and we decided to
head back to boat – with a catch.
We caught four bream. But we let two of them go. And the
two we kept became a delicious fresh dinner. We had hoped
for a different species of fish ... but the only other fish we
saw in the waterways were giant jumping mullet and we
were glad we didn’t hook any of those. Apparently some
people are used to, and happy to eat, mullet – Andrew is
not.

Two helicopters headed overhead
west toward the ‘strike zone’ but
returned sometime later. Birds seen:
pelican, pied cormorant and a black
faced cuckoo shrike.

It had taken an hour and a half to get to our turn around
point. It only took 30 minutes to get back.
The ‘boom boom’ had started late today but the first one just
happened to coincide with the catching of our first bream.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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The North Anchorage
th

18 July 2021. The sun was well and truly up by the time we
awoke and we got up - to find we were again alone in this
anchorage. The motor cat that was anchored south of us had
dropped their card over yesterday whilst we were off boat and I
was hoping to invite them over for a cuppa before we headed
to a more northerly anchorage this morning, but they were
gone. The forecast on MetEye had changed a bit, for the
better, with slightly lighter winds expected this morning, so
instead of waiting until lunchtime, we upped anchor just after
breakfast.
The anchor was up around 0830 and we motored up to the
main anchorage below Mount Flinders, travelling with the
bottom end of the dropping tide. Low tide was due around
1004. Our anchor was down at around 0930.
The ‘boom boom’, which in truth is more of a ‘periodic rumble’,
started as we were motoring up. We knew two boats that had
left Port Clinton, and seen others on marine traffic, and we
wondered if we would have this anchorage to ourselves. When
we arrived however there were two powerboats and two sail
boats already there, and we knew that the big police boat and
its tenders couldn’t be too far away.

July 2021

because of our early move, we
didn’t.
I put away the now dried and
mostly clean bridle (it may as
well be stored until Andrew gets
around to working on it).
Domestics for today included
tidying
the
linen
closet,
continued reading a book on
Tassie that I had started in April
but didn’t quite finish, and I did
some more newsletter late in
the evening, frustratingly finding
that I seem to have lost
yesterday’s changes. Other
jobs; pear loaf for lunch, dishes,
and put the rogue tea bags
away that I had found in the
cupboard yesterday.

There wasn’t a cloud in the sky. And out of the wind the sun
was hot. The highest wind gust on the trip north, that we’d
seen, was 18 knots and that was as we were finishing
anchoring.
So had the original forecast of 15 to 20 knots come back? It
wasn’t only now windy, it was cold; the wind had a decided nip
in it. Despite the initial promise of having time to get off boat
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19th July 2021. The sun was just about to pop its head over the
horizon when I heard the call of two white-bellied sea eagles
The big police tender headed north to start work, just as we were
preparing the tinnie for a fishing trip. We were off boat at 0940
and started trolling in a northerly direction, sticking close to the
shore so we could admire the scenery as well. Andrew stopped
at one point to check the run of his lure but it looked okay. The
next time he pulled the lure in to check it, it was gone. Perhaps
some toothy enthusiastic fish may have snapped it off, but we
didn’t feel the contact.
Whilst Andrew was bringing in his missing lure I was fighting a
largish fish. It turned out to be a queenfish. It is not the first
queenfish I have caught ( I caught two on a fishing charter in
Korumba around ten years ago) and at 77cm it was legal. This
one was a keeper. We processed the fish on the adjacent beach,
discarding the waste in the deeper water off shore, and we
headed back to boat to stick the fillet in fridge. We may have
looked a little antisocial as we left the beach just as another boat
turned up, but getting the fish stored was a priority.
After putting the equivalent of six meals in the fridge (and
freezer) we then had an early lunch before heading out to have
more of a look around. We ended up strolling along the beach to
the east of Inner Head and then doing a circuit of Black Island in
the tinnie, admiring pelicans, terns, cormorants, and reef herons.
Andrew picked up a small fish on lure adjacent the island. We
think it was a baby coral trout or rock cod but it was way too
small so we let it go. We did a bit more trolling near Creek Rock
on the way back but caught no further fish.
We were back on boat mid afternoon. The only major thing
accomplished this afternoon was finishing the Tassie book I
started reading in April
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It doesn’t look like much but there is wild activity under the
seemingly smooth surface of the water in this photograph!

Dugongs!
20th July 2021. Our aim today was to explore the
creek at the southwestern corner of Port Clinton
and we left Sengo at 0840 and headed west. At full
tilt the top of the creek would have only taken
around half an hour to get to, but we got distracted
and it took until 1040 to get to the start of the
waterway that we wanted to explore; we found
ourselves occupied by shallow water, sand banks,
checking out an anchorage, and a pod of dugongs.
It was a dropping tide when we started but we kept
to as shallow water as possible to explore. Because
the water was clear we were spotting wildlife under
the surface as well. I pointed out a turtle to the right
as Andrew saw a dolphin to the left. And then we
both saw something else. Movement out of the
water was enough to establish these two animals
didn’t have fins. Dugongs. It is one thing seeing
these animals from the big boat, but quite another
when you are much closer to the water. They
weren’t far away, probably around 15 meters. And
we thought that was terrific.
The best however was yet to come. Just as we
were about to move on, I turned around to speak to
Andrew and saw a rather large, proportionately,
wave coming in our direction. I pointed this out and
at first assumed it was where the depth suddenly
became shallow (this area dries out at low tide). But
it was a bit more exciting than that. We realised that
the wave was being generated by a ‘pod’ of
dugongs. And they were coming straight for us! We
didn’t count exactly but the pod was over half a
dozen, perhaps ten, animals strong. It was frisky
(mating season perhaps), playful, backs rising out
of the water, and bodies turning playfully under the
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

water to produce quite violent swirling eddies.
And this was happening on both sides of the
tinne; one instance almost within arms reach.
It was the most amazing experience and one
we are unlikely to forget.
It took us a few minutes to collect ourselves
but we finally left our ‘wildlife tour’ area and
we got over the last sandbank before
reaching the creek proper (dropping tide)
after checking out a potential anchorage (and
collecting some rubbish from the beach). Now
we could head up the creek.
It was a typical mangrove lined creek with the
odd sand fly trying to get to our skin. There
were armies of crabs on the sand banks, the
majority of them a dark magenta colour but
occasionally we saw the more familiar lighter
crab with the large orange claw. Birds seen
included terns, whimbrels and collard
kingfishers. We turned around at 1200. The
chart plotter had us on land and we needed
the time to get back to the tinnie. The sun
was hot and as we have no bimini on the
tinnie we were quite exposed. Officially we
were on a rising tide but it had dropped too
low to get back in one tranche and we sat on
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a sandbank in the shade at the confluence of four arms of the creek until the tide rose enough for
us to paddle back into deeper water. It was here, some way up creek that we were surprised to see
a stingray. This area also had the smaller, very familiar, hoards of soldier crabs.
The fishing produced nothing for the most part. Some way up the creek Andrew got a salmon. but
he let it go. We did some trolling across the Port when we exited the creek, this time taking the
deeper water back to boat. Our final fishing effort was just north of the anchorage along the coast
but we had no further luck so we headed back to boat where we struggled in the current to tie up.
In the evening I put the sewing machine away – there would be no projects for a while, and we
watched the sunset.

To Supply Bay, Townsend
Island
21st July 2021. The sun was up
when we got out of bed after 0700.
There was no wind. The
anchorage seemed to have gained
a powerboat since I last checked;
there were now three powerboats
immediately to the south of us.
At around 0730, two of the cats
anchored to the north of us were
raising their sails, and just after
this a monohull motored past, also
heading toward the entrance of the
bay
Our anchor was up around 0935.
Getting the mainsail up had us
starting South West, and then
facing North. But there was no
wind so why was the wind angle
changing! I think it was all self
created. Eventually we got going
and put the genoa out as we
turned corner to exit out of the
bay. We were over the overfall at
1015. Our original trajectory had
us at an oblique angle to pass
Entrance Island, but we decided,
as the swell was not comfortable,
that in order to make the sail a bit
smoother, we’d head out further to
get the wind. And to do this we
had to head slightly south. We
turned south at 1025. The first
engine went off. The second
engine was off at 1035. We were
doing 9.3 knots. It was a pity it was
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

in slightly the wrong direction.
We gibed at 1040. Our speed
over ground reduced to an
average of 6 knots. But at least
we were going in the right
direction.
We could see other boats out on
water
We had been traveling to a large
extent with the wind on our aft
quarter. Now at 1240 we turned
around Island Head Creek and
into it at 60 degrees. We had
been down to 2.6 knots. But now
we were doing 5.7
Off the entrance to Island Head
Creek we noticed two water
plumes to our northwest and one
to our west. Whales! Andrew had
just commented we hadn’t seen
any whales. Here were at least
three. Not close enough to get
good photos but there none-the
less. Andrew had also noted a
pod of dolphins to our east. We
were doing 7 knots at this point
but they didn’t want to play
At 1445 we turned the motors on.
The wind speed got as low as 3.8
knots, boat speed was 2.6 and
whilst it did pick up a bit after this,
we were almost at our destination
and would have to turn into the
wind shortly anyway. The forecast
was due to drop wind speed soon
this afternoon.

The anchor was down at
1515. The swell was from
the north east but barely
noticeable. There was one
other
boat
in
the
anchorage and they went
to shore to watch the sun
go down. We stayed on
boat. We would take our
wander tomorrow.
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To Leicester Island
22nd July 2021. According to windy.com where we were
anchored was supposed to gust in the high 20's overnight.
Perhaps it did, but because we keep our instruments off most of
the time, when there was a gust by the time they had fired up the
wind speed was back down to around 15 knots. At 2300 I gave up
and went to bed. The wind against tide scenario that had started
around 2100 last night went for several hours but wasn’t overly
uncomfortable.
It was light when we got up this morning, the sun was just coming
up. The wind was mild but a bit chilly still.
Morning...washing
After lunch the idea was to take a stroll along the long beach of
Supply Bay, below the high tide mark, as requested/ suggested in
the cruising guides. The island is used for bombing practice and it
wouldn’t do to step on unexploded ordinance. According
to bom.gov.au the wind was going to drop in the 1100 to 1300
tranche and indeed it did. We didn’t get off boat until around
1230, after we had had muffins for lunch.
First we tried to access the beach at our end of the anchorage,
and whilst there was mostly sand on approach there were some
rocks close to shore, and considering we were expecting to be
dragging the tiinie down the beach after our walk because of the
dropping tide, we couldn’t see how we could get through the
obstacles easily. So we motored toward the other end of the
beach, where indeed there seemed to be a clearer access to the
beach in far as rocks were concerned but there was a regular
swell reaching the shore, and whilst not as large as what we
would see on Leekes Beach at GKI it was concerning none the
less. Andrew was not keen trying to get to shore here in those
conditions.
So instead, despite what it looked like, Andrew headed through
the mouth of the Canoe Channel. The swirling, eddying, confused
water was creating its own rough water, with waves higher than
the sides of the tinnie’s, and following waves threatening to
swamp it, but thankfully behaving themselves. Ironically Andrew
was more comfortable going through this than the small swell
approaching the beach
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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We had to keep an eye in what was under the water and
the situation reminded me very much of the Kimberley;
confused sees, sporadic reef just under the water, rocky
shores!
We had been potentially looking for access to the beach
around the corner on Townsend Island, but instead we
actually landed on Leicester Island and got a 20 minute
walk in, over sand and coastal rock. The birdlife seen was
a willy wagtail, beach curlew and rainbow bee eater. We
were back at the tinnie 30 minutes later. And the angle of
the tinnie also reminded me of the Kimberley. We
tentatively got back through the confused channel, had a
quick visit to the other boat in the anchorage, and headed
back to Sengo.
We had left the boat at 1230. We were back on board at
1415. The anchor was up at 1430. The genoa was out at
1440 but we motor sailed around the island groups and
reef to the north of Townsend Island before heading south
into Shoalwater Bay. We were at the bottom of the tide, or
close enough to it, and Andrew didn’t trust the depths on a
chart on a reef area at low tide so we weren’t going to take
any shortcuts.
Because we were moving across the time of low tide we
got a helpful tidal push out of our anchorage and then
south down the western side of Leicester Island.
Pushing up past Dove Point we anchored opposite the
large beach at the south western section of Leicester Island
in 2.9 meters of water. It was 1630.
I spent the rest of the afternoon reading
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23rd July 2021. The idea this morning had to go for a walk on
the lovely long beach to our north, timing it so we were at the
end of an incoming tide and so avoiding yesterday's situation
with complications of a dropping tide and reef. High tide was
around 1000 so if we departed Sengo at 0900 we should
have enough time to traverse the beach there and back
before the timnie got stranded (we were anchored a fair way
out). However at this time the wind was blowing over 17
knots, there were small choppy waves coming toward us, and
the certainty of getting wet before we reached the beach put
us off the idea of a walk altogether. Perhaps tomorrow
morning will be calmer? We scheduled two yoga sessions
instead.
We didn’t do much with the rest of the day. A bit if tidying,
and a lot of reading. Muesli was made, pasta lunch was
cooked and fish dined on for dinner. I tried a rust run but
found I was out of useful product so that job was put off. I did
rinse the sand out of the bucket we had used for the fish, and
the blue rubbish bucket we had rescued from a beach in Port
Clinton, so they can be stored away appropriately.
We had a bit of a win today. When it had rained in Port
Clinton and we had retreated to Debutante for a cupoa, I had
put the big green plastic bucket inverted over the bag that
had our binos and cameras in it. This bag also had our aged
tablet in it and unbeknownst to us, the end where the
electronics connect was placed down in the bag. We got a
fair bit of water in the boat, the tablet got wet. It was not
happy. After drying it out we tried to recharge it with no
success...a quick flash and then a blank screen. On a whim I
placed it in a bag of rice and left it for four days. We tried
again to charge it up this afternoon. And it worked! It might be
old but it still works, which is good because I do a lot of
navigation planning with ‘navionics’ on it.
The evening MetEye predictions had changed somewhat and
instead of predicted blues, overnight was now indicating both
shades of green, 15 to 20 knots and 20 to 25 knots. We were
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Leicester Island to East Creek
24th July 2021. We woke to much lighter winds than expected
this morning. Late yesterday afternoon the forecast had
changed to 15 to 20 knots and that was still expected this
morning. The waves were however but a ripple, the water closer
to shore, glass. We started walking at 0818 and whilst I would
have loved to say we walked the length of this bay...it is a big
bay, we turned around after 25 minutes. We were moving south
when we got back to boat and we didn’t want to be pushing into
the tide for the entire trip.
A turtle had greeted us as we came into shore. Well, not really. I
actually think he was more interested in the mating game, and
we saw pied oystercatchers, swallows, rainbow bee eaters,
martins and crows on shore.
However the wildlife spot of the morning was the group of
shovelnose rays that came close to shore to frolic, rest and
probably feed.
We were back at the tinnie just after an hour after we left, and
back on board Sengo at 0945. The anchor up at 0950 and
because of the mud substrate it took a while to clean.
We were heading out of the anchorage at 1005 with the genoa
out. But there was no pure sailing today; the engines remained
on for the entire time because although we got a bit if a push
with the last of the rising tide, most of the journey was against
the tide, not a recommended activity in this area. We entered
East Creek doing 4.5 knots.
The only boat to be seen today (apart from the cat that we’d
chatted to at Supply Bay and had moved into the same area
near Leicester Island yesterday), was a fisherman (who had
been in an inlet that we’d passed just before we anchored and
who had moved upstream later in the afternoon). We put the
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anchor down at 1415. We had a 5.5 meter tide to contend
with on this cycle and near a 6.5 meter tide on the next.
The midgies were far too numerous for comfort and many got
inside the cockpit before we could block the access. Later in
the evening however, with no wind, glass water and a
magnificent full moon, they seem to have departed.
I read a bit this afternoon, did bit of newsletter, and cleared a
living area shelf for clean up tomorrow
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25th July 2021. At 0645 the sun was starting to come up over the hills
to our east. But the prettier view was to the west, where the mountains
were still purple and the moon was still up. Seven pelicans did a flyby,
the morning was calm and the midges, whilst there, were few. At 0705
I discovered the local swallows had found a liking to out port lifelines
so I went out to discourage them
At around 0920 we headed out in the tinnie and headed up the
mangrove inlet just to our west, where the fishing boat had been when
we came in yesterday. We trolled for some of the time. There were fish
but none were biting. I caught a leaf! As we headed further inland
Andrew tried a different tack. We tied up to one side of a patch of
water and he was going to do some casting. I thought he was going to
cast along the side we were tied up to but he instead tried to cast to
the bottom of the mangroves on the other side. Unfortunately he
overshot and caught the mangrove and after he had extricated his lure
from that, he lost interest in fishing altogether. By this time we were
well off the chart and I was hoping to make our way through to the end
of the arm of waterway we were anchored in. We gave that up as the
gaps in the waterway between the mangroves got too small to
penetrate. So getting back to where we anchored we headed up to the
end of the blue on the chart, trolling for a short section but mainly just
looking. There wasn’t a lot of bird life...one tern fishing, a pied
cormorant and a brown honeyeater.
We passed the fishing boat but as we had seen the attached barge
leave in the morning we assumed no one was on board. That was
proved wrong as it passed us as we were tying up our tinnie to Sengo.
If I had known there was anyone on board I would have gone over to
say hello.
As we were approaching Sengo
we realised she was quite a bit
north of the centre of the
waterway. Under her stern was
around 2.5 meters. We had a 4
to 5 meter drop to low tide!
Should we move? We hoped the
changing of the tide would swing
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the issue. Fortunately it
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Plan B: East Creek to Swan Island
26th July 2021. Plan A was to stay where we were another day and
spend some of the time over the hour or so around the change of
tide exploring East Creek proper. So far we had only explored up a
couple of incoming inlets, as indeed we were anchored just in one.
High tide today was around 1200. Around 1030, without the fishing
gear, we headed off. I had noticed that the wind was picking up a
little more than expected and checked; eventually when the slow
painful signal came through, the wind predictions. There wasn’t
going to be a lot of wind this afternoon, but it was going to me more
than tomorrow afternoon. If we wanted any semblance of sailing
north up Shoalwater Bay, then we should start today. We weren’t
going to get all the way.
Heading out in the tinnie the 100 or do meters to the confluence of
East Creek was a bit breezy but turning into it was breezier still.
There were whitecaps coming our way. We weren’t going to enjoy
that. So turning around we started to return to boat. And that's
when we saw the hole!
Hole! Where did that come from? There was a rather obvious gash
in the port front bow of Andrew’s tinnie. This boat is dated 1988. It
has survived over thirty years without an injury. But not anymore. A
couple of weeks ago we had an incident where the tinnie fell off the
back of the davits; back end first, to break off the fins and land in
the water. At the time we couldn’t work out why this had happened.
Perhaps Andrew had accidentally tugged at the release cord? This
hadn’t happened before but unexplained accidents do happen.
Yesterday this failure had happened again. This time however the
tinnies’ bow had hit the back step of the port hull. And upon further
investigation today we saw where the injury had happened. There
was green paint (bottom coat) on the metal nut on the swim ladder!
Ouch.
There is not much we can do to repair the injury. Andrew got a
hammer and flattened out the metal work and the piece of Tessa
tape that we placed over the gash probably isn’t doing much but it
reminds us that the hole is there. If it all survives we will get the
tinnie fixed when we get back down to the Gold Coast.
For now though it was time to tie the tinnie off for a distance
journey and head north.
To Swan Island
By the time we got back to the confluence of the East Creek, I had
spent 15 minutes picking up the anchor, ten of that water blasting
the mud off, and the wind had died down. There were no white
caps on the creek anymore. It might even be enjoyable now! But
we were on our way to somewhere else. Because we hadn’t set
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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the boat up before we started Andrew spent the next half hour
setting the lines out for a spinnaker run. At 1300 the spinnaker was
up and the wind mostly played ball. For a while we got 5 plus
knots. In the end we were getting around 5 knots with a third of
that tide. The wind angle had changed. It moved to east and then
for a while to northeast. As we had to move to the northwest and
can run the sail at 90 degrees (after having it at 180 for a while) we
had no issues until we eventually dropped it around 4 nm from the
anchorage.
Tomorrow’s wind was supposed to go east then by tomorrow night
northeast. The wind drop had come in but so had the change in
angle. This anchorage was chosen on the premise of a south east
to east wind. It was blowing northeast when we finally got the
anchor set (on the second go) as the sun set.
Wildlife. The morning call of birds in the mangroves was lovely and
there were a couple of terns on the point we saw from the tinnie
before we turned back, and a couple of water disturbances around
the boat I wasn’t quick enough to identify before we picked up
anchor. I am assuming these were turtles. No dolphins, no whales,
no dugongs, no other sea birds on the trip. And no crocs. We have
managed to see other animals we have queried out loud so far but
not crocodiles. Andrew is almost disappointed. Perhaps we didn’t
ask the universe with enough conviction?
As my big camera is still set up for birds, which I haven’t really
used, I had to use the phone for the moon rise shot. It is fuzzy but
it is a record?
Dinner was pumpkin soup.
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Swan Island to Thirsty Sound
27th July 2021. As I stepped outside the covers this morning there
was a strong smell of smoke. The wind had changed again and was
now blowing the smoke from the fire near the south end of
Shoalwater Bay back towards our direction.
I was looking for a morning walk and our original idea was to head
across to Swan Island but as it looked like the only area to walk on
was the small beach on the point we reconsidered and I suggested
heading across to Macdonald Point on the mainland.
However if we landed on the mainland beach we had a lee shore.
Swell was reaching the shore in small crashng waves and with a
rising tide Andrew was not happy to land or leave the tinnie in those
conditions.
So, we turned around and headed back to Swan Island. Landing on
the exposed beach was easy. The water was smooth. We headed
off in a counter clockwise direction with the aim to circumnavigate
the island but at a rocky point we found we couldn’t get past the
cliffs. There was access to the top of the escarpment here. Andrew
asked if I was confident we could go across country if we got stuck
beyond the point. I didn’t think it was a problem but scrambling up to
the top we discovered scrappy, spikey, and rough low vegetation.
There were no obvious tracks and it certainly wasn’t the vegetation
to be pushing through without good skin protection. I had long
trousers on. Andrew had shorts. Both of us had adventure sandals
on. Walking boots would have been better. Time for a rethink. So we
scrambled down the rocks, and returned toward the tinnie the way
we had come and then followed the shore around past this behind
the mangroves north. We didn’t know how far we would get and
continued until there was no exposed sand left to stand on - if we
kept going we’d be rock hopping.
On the way around we’d disturbed a beach curlew (we didn’t see
him and he made protest after we had passed). There were also
small birds with distress calls because an osprey was calling
overhead. Other signs of wildlife included what seemed like
macropod prints (it is a small island but roos can swim) and a
possible snake skin (I wasn’t sure if it was snake skin or vegetation).

We
finished
off
the
pumpkin soup for dinner.

High tide was due around 1300. At 1315 the anchor was up and we
motored, without any sail because there was no wind, all the way
into Thirsty Sound, anchoring off the fishing settlement of Plum
Tree. We didn’t troll the fishing line because we were in a
conservation zone. The anchor was down around 1630.
There were only two boats in this bay area – a barge and the rescue
boat. Someone had music playing on the beach – it sounded like
John Lee Hooker.
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Thirsty Sound
28th July 2021. Today’s plan was to head to shore to
explore. But it had to be after the change of tide to make
sure we could tie up – at low tide the floating jetty wasn’t
floating at all and there was a distinct layer of rock below
it. A fishing tinnie had been unloaded from its trailer at the
end of the ramp but it had to wait until the water came in
before it could depart. The locals were a bit savvy about
this –once there was enough water it was like ‘Bourke
Street’ with a fishing boat being launched and heading
out every few minutes.
When we got across to land we walked past the VMR
(the building wasn’t open or we would have said hello), a
camping ground, a memorial park and then opposite the
interps boards to Flinders and Cook (who both stopped
here on their explorations of the Australian Coast)
popped in to the general store. I had been informed by
another cruiser (through yet another cruiser) that this
store was better than the one at Turkey Beach, in Rodd
Harbour. That General Store I think I noted at the time
was one of the smallest, if not the smallest, I had been in.
The 'store' at Plum Tree is smaller and the only item of
fresh food we could see was a couple of bunches of
bananas on the bench. There was more fruit and vegies
in the one at Turkey Beach, even though some were old
and rotten.
This building however is also the pub, open Friday and
Saturday nights for meals, as well as the local post office
outlet. The big advantage of this place is that they do a
run into Rockhampton twice a week and for a fee will pick
up some groceries for you. What a great service! The
next run was Friday morning. We would need to order
and inform them of the details by Thursday. We were
running low on food. This of course meant that we
weren’t taking Friday as a sail day, the only really useful
day in the next week to put the sails up.

Walk to the top of the hill.
Semantics can sometimes make or break correct
directions. ‘Past the gate’ doesn’t mean pass through the
gate when there is an alternative, but the other
instructions on how to get to the top of the hill with the
aerials on it were correct. I am sure I heard the comment
there was a loop track around the hill, and there was
some indication on satellite images that there may have
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been an alternate track down but when we got to
the summit the most likely alternate track was
leading in slightly the wrong direction. And it may
have changed direction further down the hill but it
was 1115, getting close to our lunchtime and we
had only water with us. There were no 'eating
apples' back on boat, we had no Clif bars left and I
hadn’t thought to pack a container of scroggin...we
hadn’t exactly known where we were going to end
up today. I should have grabbed some of those
bananas as back up! But given we both get grotty
if we are hungry and we didn’t quite know how
long we would be following tracks, and we had no
maps, we reversed back up the bush track we
had started and walked back down the vehicle
track the way we had come. Birds seen; rainbow
lorikeets, crows, brown goshawks and a satin
flycatcher. We also heard kookaburras and saw a
Brahminy kite on the way back to the store. The
kitchen menu is small but simple and we had
burgers for lunch
Back on boat I read a bit: and clove oiled half of
ceiling
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Around Plum Tree
29th July 2021. Fishing/exploring today almost didn’t happen.
We had chosen this morning for a bit of local tinnie trip because
of the calmer winds predicted compared with tomorrow’s
forecast, but it was gusting 14 plus knots from the north and the
water level was a little swelly when we finally departed Sengo.
We were however heading to the coast along Quail Island, and
in theory this should give us some wind protection.
The water here yesterday, and when we arrived, whilst not
brown, was a murky, milky, coffee-blue colour. This morning it
was much clearer. Perhaps it was a combination of the wind
direction with the tide. Toward the island's shore it was much
more milky and we trolled for fish along this barrier between
water clarity, where we had depth of course, and although we
were on a rising tide the tide was still very low, which didn’t
allow us much scope to go into a couple of shallower bays.
We were out for just under two hours, returning to boat for
lunch, a few organisational chores for our visit to Mackay next
month, and to grab a couple of empty fuel cans. We were going
to shore in the afternoon for a fuel run.
It was around high tide when we tied up at the boat ramp at
1430. Before heading to the store however we went for a walk,
taking the dirt vehicle track to the right from the ramp,
branching off onto a goat track to the left that skirted the
lagoon, before coming out at a nearby creek and rounding the
beach back to the ramp. There were campers by the creek; we
had guessed this before we saw them this because apart from
kangaroo tracks in the wet sand on the edge of the tidal lagoon
there were also human and dog prints. And unfortunately
dumped sections of toilet paper! You think people would at
least go in the dunes between the waterways and not just dump
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used toilet paper on what was very close to the water's accessible edge!
Yesterday morning from boat I had heard kookaburras. This morning it was black cockatoos, but
the bird spot of the day was a beach curlew along this section of beach back to the ramp.
The last bit of today's stroll was up to the store for the two jerry cans of fuel before returning to
boat. Because of the tide however, we had issues lifting the tinnie on to the davits so waited until
almost dark when the current had reduced. Dinner was lamb chops and left over vegies.
30th July 2021. It was windy and we didn’t
get off boat all day, suffering a slightly
jiggly wind over tide at times. Wind
speeds on our gauges got over 18 knots
(we saw 19 knots at one point) but it didn’t
seem to discourage the local (and visiting)
fisherman – there was a steady
procession of tinnies leaving the boat
ramp. The wind had died down to around
10 knots by the time our food order had
made it back to Plum Tree, however
despite the offer of driving our groceries
down to the boat ramp, we opted to pick
them up tomorrow at the store – the swell
was coming from the northeast from our
stern and getting off boat would have
been decidedly uncomfortable, and
possibly dangerous.

31st July 2021. The first job today was to pick up
our shopping…. But we had to wait for the tide to
be deep enough to be able to tie up to the jetty.
After that job was done it was time to go exploring.
Admittedly we left on a dropping tide and we took
two goes to get down to the anchorage where we
spent the night; 0.00 was read on the gauges for
quite some time! Eventually we settled in to a new
setting, and new views to Thirsty Sound.

We managed a couple of yoga sessions, I
read a John Grisham novel and clove
oiled some bookshelves and decided I’d
be generous and not shove the swallows
from their perch on the lifelines as they
were trying so hard not to fall off
counteracting the buffeting wind. We
checked the weather and decided on a
date to arrive in Mackay Harbour, and
organised an optometrist.
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